Grand Canyon 9 (9-9) | Arkansas 10 (11-5)
---|---
**Player** | **ab** | **r** | **h** | **rbi** | **bb** | **so** | **po** | **a** | **lob** | **avg** | **Player** | **ab** | **r** | **h** | **rbi** | **bb** | **so** | **po** | **a** | **lob** | **avg**
Ortiz, Channy ss | 4 | 1 | 2 | 0 | 1 | 1 | 0 | 3 | 2 | .282 | Christian Franklin cf | 5 | 1 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 1 | 0 | 4 | .381
Colato, Juan lf | 4 | 3 | 2 | 2 | 0 | 1 | 2 | 0 | 1 | .367 | Heston Kjerstad rf | 5 | 2 | 2 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | .448
Smith, Drew 2b | 4 | 2 | 2 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 1 | 1 | 0 | .315 | Matt Goodheart dh | 4 | 2 | 2 | 3 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | .302
Grisom, Dominic dh | 3 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 2 | 0 | 0 | 0 | .211 | Casey Martin ss | 5 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 0 | 2 | 5 | 1 | 0 | .271
Schauwecker, C.J. ph | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | .364 | Casey Opitz c | 4 | 1 | 1 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 8 | 2 | 0 | .302
Siffermann, Ty ph | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | .167 | Bryce Matthews lf | 2 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 4 | .250
Jarvis, Jake ph | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | .050 | Curtis Washington Jr ph | 1 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | .200
Burton, Brock cf | 4 | 1 | 2 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 4 | 0 | 0 | .258 | Robert Moore 2b | 5 | 0 | 2 | 2 | 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 1 | .317
Hansen, Nick 1b | 2 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 3 | 1 | 1 | .143 | Jacob Nesbit 3b | 2 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 0 | .259
Bess, Cuba ph | 2 | 1 | 1 | 2 | 1 | 0 | 2 | 1 | 0 | .444 | Zack Gregory 1b | 2 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 1 | 5 | 0 | 0 | .136
Stankiewicz, Dane pr | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | .040 | Cole Austin 1b | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 3 | 0 | 0 | .191
Gawelko, Nate rf | 3 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 1 | 0 | 2 | .167 | Kevin Kopps p | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | - | -
Aguilar, Taylor ph | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | .156 | Zack Morris p | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | - | -
Avitia, David c | 3 | 0 | 1 | 2 | 2 | 0 | 7 | 2 | 1 | .204 | Mark Adamiak p | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | - | -
Weaver, Jonny 3b | 4 | 1 | 2 | 2 | 0 | 0 | 2 | 2 | 1 | .156 | Marshall Denton p | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | - | -
Barnes, Zach p | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | - | Jacob Burton p | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | - | -
Wynne, Coen p | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | - | Evan Taylor p | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | - | -
Hoskins, Cole p | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 0 | - | Elijah Trest p | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | - | -
Hull, Nick p | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | - | Peyton Pallette p | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | - | -
Scalzo, Frankie p | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 0 | - | Totals | 36 | 10 | 11 | 9 | 6 | 9 | 27 | 9 | 9 | -

**Score by Innings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grand Canyon</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E - Smith, D(2); C. Martin(5). DP - Grand Canyon 1; Arkansas 2. LOB - Grand Canyon 8; Arkansas 9. 2B - C. Martin(5), HR - Colato, J(5); Weaver, J(1); M. Goodheart(3); C. Martin(2). HBP - Colato, J; N. Nesbit. CS - Ortiz, C(6).

**Win** - Z. Morris (1-0). **Loss** - Barnes, Z (2-1). **Save** - P. Pallette (1).

**WP** - Barnes, Z 2(3); Hull, N(2). **HBP** - by Barnes, Z (J. Nesbit); by J. Burton (Colato, J). Inherited runners/scored: Hull, N 2/1; M. Denton 2/2; E. Taylor 2/1; E. Trest 3/3. Pitches/strikes: Barnes, Z 54/34; Wynne, C 38/23; Hoskins, C 31/20; Hull, N 21/12; Scalzo, F 11/7; K. Kopps 29/20; Z. Morris 28/21; M. Adamiak 15/9; M. Denton 21/14; J. Burton 13/5; E. Taylor 11/6; E. Trest 18/12; P. Pallette 31/18.

**Umpires** - HP: Brandon Misun 1B: Alex Ransom 2B: Mark Hutchison 3B: Rick Allen

**Start Time** - 3:02 pm **Time** - 3:13 **Attendance** - 7876

**Weather** - 72, partly cloudy, w 3 mph
Grand Canyon starters: 14/ssf Ortiz, C; 4/lf Colato, J; 2/2b Smith, D; 40/dh Grissom, D; 6/cf Burton, B; 9/ib Hansen, N; 35/lf Gawelko, N; 23/c Avitia, D; 7/3b Weaver, J; 3/p Barnes, Z;

Grand Canyon 1st - Ortiz, C walked (3-1 BBBKB). Colato, J homered to right field, 2 RBI (0-1 F); Ortiz, C scored. Smith, D singled through the left side (0-1 K). Grissom, D struck out swinging (0-2 KFS). Burton, B reached on a fielder's choice (0-2 KK); Smith, D out at second 2b to ss. Hansen, N struck out swinging (1-2 BFSS). 2 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.

Arkansas 1st - C. Franklin singled out to 3b (1-1 KB). H. Kjerstad singled up the middle (0-1 F). M. Goodheart walked (3-2 BKFFFB); H. Kjerstad advanced to second. C. Martin homered to left field, 3 RBI (0-1 K); M. Goodheart scored; H. Kjerstad scored. C. Opitz grounded out to 2b (0-0). B. Matthews walked (3-2 BBSFBF). R. Moore struck out swinging (1-2 FKBS). 3 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.

Grand Canyon 2nd - Gawelko, N flied out to cf (1-0 BS). Avitia, D grounded out to 3b (2-1 BBF). Weaver, J homered to left center, RBl (1-1 KB). Z. Morris to p for K. Koppis. Ortiz, C singled to right field (0-0). Colato, J popped up to 2b (0-0). 1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.

Arkansas 2nd - Review in B2 - HBP. Call Confirmed. J. Nesbit hit by pitch (2-1 BFB). Z. Gregory struck out swinging (1-2 SKBS). C. Franklin singled to center field (0-1 F); J. Nesbit advanced to second. H. Kjerstad reached on a fielder's choice (0-0); C. Franklin advanced to second on a fielding error by 2b; J. Nesbit advanced to third. M. Goodheart singled to right field, 2 RBI (1-2 BKF); H. Kjerstad advanced to third; C. Franklin scored, unearned; J. Nesbit scored. M. Goodheart advanced to second on a wild pitch. C. Martin singled to shortstop, RBI (2-2 BBKS); H. Kjerstad scored. C. Martin advanced to second on a wild pitch. M. Goodheart advanced to third on a wild pitch. C. Opitz reached on a fielder's choice (1-0 B); M. Goodheart out at third ss to c to 3b. B. Matthews struck out swinging (2-2 SBFS). 3 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB.

Grand Canyon 3rd - Smith, D popped up to ss (1-0 B). Grissom, D grounded out to 3b (2-2 BBFF). Burton, B struck out swinging, out at first c to 1b (0-2 FFS). 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Arkansas 3rd - Wynne, C to p for Barnes, Z. R. Moore singled to left center (2-2 KBBS). J. Nesbit grounded into double play 3b to 1b to 3b (1-2 BFK); R. Moore advanced to second, out on the play. Z. Gregory walked (3-0 BBBB). C. Franklin reached on a fielder's choice (0-0); Z. Gregory out at second ss to 2b. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.

Grand Canyon 4th - Hansen, N lined out to 3b (0-2 SF). Gawelko, N grounded out to 1b unassisted (0-2 FK). Avitia, D walked (3-2 KBBKFB). Weaver, J fouled out to 1b (0-2 KK). 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.

Arkansas 4th - H. Kjerstad singled up the middle (1-2 KBK). M. Goodheart flied out to rf (3-1 BFBB). C. Martin struck out looking (0-2 KFK). C. Opitz singled to right field (1-2 KBSFF); H. Kjerstad advanced to third. B. Matthews flied out to cf to left center (3-2 KSBBB). 0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.

Grand Canyon 5th - M. Adamiak to p for Z. Morris. Ortiz, C struck out swinging (1-2 KBFFS). Colato, J singled up the middle (2-0 BB); Smith, D struck out through the right side (3-2 BBKKB); Colato, J advanced to third. M. Denton to p for M. Adamiak. Grissom, D struck out swinging (1-2 BKBS). Burton, B struck out to center field, RBI (0-0); Smith, D advanced to second; Colato, J scored. Bess, C pinch hit for Hansen, N. Bess, C singled to right field, RBI (0-0). Burton, B advanced to third; Smith, D scored. Gawelko, N struck out swinging (0-2 SSS). 2 runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.

Arkansas 5th - Bess, C to 1b. Hoskins, C to p for Wynne, C. R. Moore flied out to lf (0-1 F). J. Nesbit struck out swinging (1-2 KBFS). Z. Gregory out at first 1b to p (2-2 FBBF). 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Grand Canyon 6th - C. Austin to 1b for Z. Gregory. Avitia, D walked (3-2 BBKKB). Weaver, J lined into double play ss to 1b (2-2 FBBF); Avitia, D out on the play. Burton, B to p for M. Denton. Ortiz, C singled to right field (2-1 SSB). Ortiz, C out at second c to ss, caught stealing. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Arkansas 6th - C. Franklin struck out swinging (1-2 BSSS). H. Kjerstad flied out to cf to left center (1-1 BS). M. Goodheart homered to right center, RBI (1-1 BK). C. Martin doubled down the lf line (1-2 KFB). C. Opitz intentionally walked (0-0). C Washington pinch hit for B. Matthews. C Washington walked (3-0 BBBB); C. Opitz advanced to second; C. Martin advanced to third. R. Moore singled to right field, advanced to second, 2 RBI (0-0); C Washington advanced to third; C. Opitz scored; C. Martin scored. N. Hull to p for Hoskins, C. J. Nesbit walked (3-0 BBBB). C. Austin struck out swinging, reached first on a wild pitch (2-2 KKBBS). J. Nesbit advanced to second on a wild pitch; R. Moore advanced to third on a wild pitch; C Washington scored on a wild pitch. C. Franklin flied out to cf to right center (0-0). 4 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB.

Grand Canyon 7th - C. Washington to lf. Colato, J hit by pitch (0-1 K). Smith, D walked (3-1 BBBKB); Colato, J advanced to second. Schauwecker pinch hit for Grissom, D. E. Taylor to p for J. Burton. Siffermann, T pinch hit for Schauwecker. Siffermann, T struck out looking (1-2 KBFK). Burton, B singled to left field (0-1 K); Smith, D advanced to second; Colato, J advanced to third. Bess, C walked, RBI (3-1 BBKKB); Burton, B advanced to second; Smith, D advanced to third; Colato, J scored. E. Trest to p for E. Taylor. Aguilar, T pinch hit for Gawelko, N. Aguilar, T struck out looking (0-2 SSK). Avitia, D singled to right field, 2 RBI (2-2 KBS); Bess, C advanced to third; Burton, B scored; Smith, D scored. Weaver, J singled to third base, RBI (2-2 BBKKF); Avita, D advanced to second; Bess, C scored. Ortiz, C flied out to lf (2-1 KBB). 4 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.

Arkansas 7th - Aguilar, T to rf. H. Kjerstad struck out swinging (2-2 KBKFBFS). M. Goodheart flied out to lf to left center (0-0); C. Martin struck out swinging, out at first c to 1b (1-2 BKKS). 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Grand Canyon 8th - P. Pallette to p for E. Trest. Colato, J struck
out swinging (3-2 BFFBBS). Smith, D lined out to 3b (0-0). Jarvis, J pinch hit for Siffermann, T. Jarvis, J grounded out to 2b (0-2 KFF). 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Arkansas 8th - Scalzo, F to p for Hull, N. C. Opitz lined out to p (1-0 B). C Washington grounded out to ss (3-2 BBKFBF). R. Moore flied out to cf (0-1 F). 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Grand Canyon 9th - Burton, B walked (3-1 BFBBBB). Bess, C reached on a fielder's choice, advanced to second on a throwing error by ss (1-2 KKF); Burton, B out at second ss unassisted. Stankiewicz, D pinch ran for Bess, C. Aguilar, T walked (3-0 BBBB). Avitia, D grounded into double play 3b to 2b to 1b (1-2 KKBFF); Aguilar, T out on the play; Stankiewicz, D advanced to third. 0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.